Customer CASE

DELIVERING TO
A HIGH STANDARD
For Alliance Healthcare, ProMark means that they can easily identify what
costs are in a service centre within a certain time period and print off
detailed cost reports instantly.
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Customer Case

alliance healthcare

There was an increasing need to manage our business
as efficiently as possible, which made monitoring
operations and personnel of paramount importance
Gordon Cox, Regional Director for the North

Formed as a cooperative in the 1930’s, Alliance Healthcare is the

and time management and was available at the right price. Alliance

leading distributor and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, medical and

Healthcare were also looking to the future and recognised the

health and beauty products in the UK. It supplies a network of 2,000

potential return on investment that other ProMark products could

Boots pharmacies and 15,000 independent dispensing points.

provide.

Alliance Healthcare offers a high level of service, with twice daily
delivery from a network of 11 service centres across the UK and a

“Although we aren’t using ProJob yet, we can definitely see the

workforce of approximately 3,900 employees.

opportunity that being able to drilldown to hour by activity would
bring us and it’s something we are considering for the future” says

Since the year 2000, Alliance Healthcare has continued its expansion

Gordon Cox.

throughout Europe and now operates in 15 countries with an annual
turnover of £2.5 Billion.
Facts

TIME TO REPLACE THE OLD SYSTEM
The system previously used by Alliance Healthcare was outdated and
laborious. It was very difficult to access data when needed and this
was having repercussions on workforce management and the business in general. Faced with an aging time-and-attendance management process that could no longer fulfil its business needs, Alliance
Healthcare put out a call for bids to replace the antiquated software.

about alliance healthcare
Core business
– distributor and wholesaler of
pharmaceutical, medical and health
	and beauty products
	NUMBER OF employees
– 3,900 in the UK

In a low margin operating environment, it is important that any system

PROMARK MODULES

brought in could provide quick and accurate access to key data. After

– ProTime, ProManagement, ProReport

liaising with a number of different providers, ProMark from Mark

PROJECT contact

Information was selected and taken on board in October 2003.
Alliance Healthcare chose ProMark for a number of reasons, not
just because it answered their immediate needs in terms of payroll

– Gordon Cox, Regional Director for the North
	Internet
– www.alliance-healthcare.co.uk
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We were very pleased with how well the
installation went and the smooth transfer of
knowledge between the service centres.
Claire Freeman, Southern Region T&A System Administrator

SMOOTH INTEGRATION AND SOLID PERFORMANCE

of modern management with the real world and provides customers

Initially mirroring the legacy system in one Service Centre in October

with a solid foundation for fact-based decision-making. It allows fast

2003, the ProMark integration team delivered the fully operational

and easy retrieval of data and reduces costs by providing up to date

software across the business within the 6 month time period, with all

figures on request.

Alliance Healthcare staff being paid through ProMark in May 2004.
“Our previous system was very time consuming, whereas ProMark
Since deployment, the software has allowed management to have a

is a much more user-friendly technology, and I can have a report in

far more accurate picture of service centre costs. ProMark reduces

a minute” concludes Claire Freeman.

administration, registration and approval time, minimising manual
data entry of employee time and attendance, and has a user-friendly
and intuitive interface. Reliability and accuracy of business data is
critical to Alliance Healthcare’s long term success. With a large payroll
and tight margins, management need to be confident that they can
trust the data they have and access that information as required.
“The new system means that we can easily identify what costs
were in a service centre within a certain time period and print off
detailed cost reports instantly” states Gordon Cox.
SUPPORTING BUSINESS SUCCESS
Customer service is a crucial part of Mark Information’s offering.
Alliance Healthcare’s dedicated account manager and the support
team at Mark Information are always available to solve problems or
suggest new ways of using the system.
Mark Information has a range of products that offer a powerful solution for data collection, time and attendance, rostering and shop
floor control. These features are indispensable to businesses looking
to thrive in challenging economic conditions. ProMark links the tools

About

mark information
Mark Information helps companies to keep their
finger on the pulse. We collect and analyse
accurate, real-time performance data. We speak
your language, understand your environment,
and we are passionate about helping you improve
your business’ core processes through the
provision of real-time, mission-critical data.
Mark Information is one of Europe’s leading
software suppliers of systems for data collection,
job and roster planning, project registration, time
& attendance and access control. Our client list
includes companies such as Carlsberg, Hadley
Group, THE BOOK PEOPLE, Ricoh UK Products, Rockwool,
Sun Chemical, CEVA LOGISTICS and Volvo Aero Norway.
Mark Information’s head office is located in
Copenhagen, Denmark, and sales offices are situated
in the UK, Denmark, Sweden and Norway. For more
information, please visit www.mark-info.co.uk
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